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UK business insolvencies are set to rise 33% on pre-pandemic levels, reveals new economic research by

trade credit insurer Atradius (https://atradius.co.uk). 



Contrary to initial expectations, the new  Atradius Insolvency Forecast

(https://atradius.co.uk/reports/economic-research-insolvency-increases-expected-as-support-ends.html)

reports UK business insolvencies declined 27% in 2020 as a result of fiscal support schemes and

anti-bankruptcy measures. As these measures continued in 2021, buffering businesses from the impact of

the pandemic, insolvency rates have been kept artificially low. However, as fiscal support schemes are

withdrawn, Atradius expects the long-awaited surge in insolvencies to be on the horizon, peaking in 2022.





The Insolvency Forecast warns UK business failures will begin to rise in H2 2021, resulting in a

year-on-year increase of 7%. In 2022, annual insolvencies are forecast to spike by as much as 70% year on

year. Analysis by Atradius economists of the latest forecast against a baseline insolvency level in 2019

reveals UK insolvencies will be 33% higher in 2022 than they were pre-pandemic – one of the highest

rates in the world. Only Italy has a higher cumulative insolvency rate with a forecast increase of 34%,

followed by the UK and Australia with a forecast increase of 33%. 



On a macroeconomic scale, Atradius forecasts global insolvencies will rise 33% year on year in 2022 after

two years of decline. Global insolvencies fell by 14% in 2020 and by a modest 1% in 2021, despite the

world economy being plunged into recession. This is a significant downward adjustment to earlier

forecasts, suggesting that fiscal support packages have been particularly effective. However, Atradius

warns that the sharp decreases in most countries also suggest potentially many so-called ‘zombie’

companies have been created whose financial situation is too weak to survive once economic circumstances

return to normal. These zombie firms may be able to buy themselves time by running down their cash but

Atradius economists expect them to materialise into bankruptcies within the four quarters of fiscal

support ending.



In the report, Atradius details that the surge in insolvencies is shaped by three forces. First is the

delayed effect of bankruptcies that would have occurred in 2020 in the absence of fiscal schemes and

changes to insolvency proceedings. Secondly, the phasing out of support schemes is expected to trigger an

increase of insolvencies towards ‘normal’ pre-pandemic levels. The third force is the elasticity of

insolvencies to GDP changes, which has been effectively suspended throughout the pandemic to date. 



Damien Dawson, Southern Regional Manager, of Atradius UK, commented: “It is simple economics that

insolvencies come hand in hand with economic recession which was inevitable as global economies recoiled

as the pandemic hit. However, governments worldwide were quick to break this correlation and support

businesses through the hardest trading period since the Great Depression. As the economy rebounds and

support schemes are gradually withdrawn, the escalation of insolvencies is, unfortunately, inescapable. 



“The most important thing businesses can do now is to be prepared. In such an uncertain and potentially
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volatile trading environment, information is critical. Businesses must build up comprehensive insights

into buyers and their ability to pay, through real-time monitoring alongside a robust credit management

strategy, flexibility to adapt should warning signs arise and non-payment protection. All of this is part

and parcel of what trade credit insurance provides.



“The good news from Atradius is that we are underwriting higher cover levels proportionate to the level

of trade now than prior to the pandemic. As a trade partner, Atradius supports businesses throughout

every step of the journey; identifying new opportunities, managing risk and providing protection from the

detrimental impact of non-payment helping businesses stay one step ahead no matter what the future

brings.”  



For more information and a suite of free economic, payment and country reports, visit the publications

pages of the Atradius website https://atradius.co.uk (https://atradius.co.uk). 

You can also follow 

 @AtradiusUK (https://twitter.com/AtradiusUK) on Twitter and AtradiusUK

(https://www.linkedin.com/company/atradiusuk) on LinkedIn.



ENDS



Report visuals and image of Damien Dawson, click to view and download:DropBox link

(https://www.dropbox.com/sh/8hwtphj9m5s4i9r/AADQmW7_4cuesODYNcHQOH3Wa?dl=0)



About Atradius

Atradius is a global provider of credit insurance, bond and surety, collections and information services,

with a strategic presence in over 50 countries. The products offered by Atradius protect companies around

the world against the default risks associated with selling goods and services on credit. Atradius is a

member of Grupo Catalana Occidente (GCO.MC), one of the largest insurers in Spain and one of the largest

credit insurers in the world. You can find more information online at https://atradius.co.uk
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